OFF THE RAILS|TRLX Market Highlight
Monday 16th December 2019| Sheep & lambs
Total yarding| 6700 (8000) = 3700 (3200) lambs + 3000 (4800) sheep

Note: Figures in brackets are numbers/prices from last sale
From the Sheep yards

Market ends mainly cheaper after record year
The final pen of sheep has been knocked down in a year that saw a new
Tamworth record set, just 20c off a National record. Today was far off
that record with the best lambs making $209 for heavy lambs sold by
ELD on account M & A Clein, Attunga. The MLA quoted “the plainest
lightweight lambs” and “well finished heavyweight ewes” as dearer.

Lambs
Other good results included:
Shorn lambs sold by PPA on account Keith Blanch, Boggabri made $187;
Heavy lambs sold by DC on account John MacQueen made $187;
Lambs sold by CP on account Sam Poole made $185;
Lambs sold by PPA on account Symons, Willow Tree made $180;
First pen of the sale sold by GC on account Boxsell made $174; and
Dorper lambs sold by IML made $160

Lamb wrap
Young lambs sold to $184 ($175 last sale); older lambs to $209 ($232 last
sale); hoggets to $140 ($165 last sale); the best Dorpers made $160
($190 last sale); and Merino lambs sold to $127 ($130 last sale).

Sheep
Heavy sheep (bottom left) sold by PPA on account Keith Blanch made
$206; and
Merino ewes sold by ELD on account John Burraston made $135.

Sheep wrap
Ewes sold to $206($194 last sale); wethers to $167 ($200); and rams to
$70 ($112 last sale.)
.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a wet and prosperous 2020
First sale for 2020| Monday 6th January

Agent codes: CP (Chris Paterson Livestock) | DC (Davidson Cameron) | ELD (Elders) | G&C (Garvin & Cousens) | IML (Ian Morgan Livestock) | MCA (McCulloch
Agencies)| LMK (Landmark) | Pitt (Pitt Sons) | PPA (Purtle Plevey Agencies) | RWL (Ray White Livestock)
Report Based on information provided by the National Livestock Reporting Service (NLRS) and individual agents

